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Daphne is a perfect balance of
whimsy and sophistication. Finished
in Matte black and French Gold,
Daphne will bring fun and excitement
when mounted on any wall or ceiling.
H: 12" x W: 12" x D: 6"

Nevis was inspired by the island of
the same name. Pairing white peaked
linen shades with natural and
sustainable rattan, for a modern take
on tropical inspired lighting.
H: 27" x W: 26" x

Pinion is hand forged from recycled
steel and glammed for today’s
interiors with a hand-applied, eco-
friendly, Zen Gold finish. 
H: 29" x W: 24" x

Lafayette is sure to set the mood in
any room. Framed in Havana Gold
with crystal beads that sparkle
around the hand-carved, white-and-
gold washed reclaimed wood strips. 
H: 35" x W: 24" x

Cosmos embodies complex elements
like real alabaster stone discs on
various metal orbits, and harmonizes
them in a neatly stacked, overlapping
form. 
H: 18" x W: 30" x

Secret Agent takes its design cues
from well-tailored, minimalist interiors
that are equally Hollywood Regency
and mid-century styles. 
H: 28" x W: 30" x

Black Betty denotes the elaborately
handcrafted black metal work
supporting the opal white glass
globes. 
H: 34" x W: 36" x

Matrix is the heyday of Studio 54 with
the distinctive attitude of a dramatic
cityscape. It has a retro-modern
personality that brings 70s glam with
a dash of rock-and-roll. 
H: 95" x W: 40" x

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/k10tjpe027xlbdp/AAATDlJDFab8bqq6POGsoABka?dl=0
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COMPANY INFORMATION
We handcraft light fixtures and furniture out of eco-friendly materials. Some people might find what we do a bit extreme…glass shades made of
recycled bottles? Fixtures made of recycled steel? Sure thing. We are continually developing new ways of using recycled, reclaimed, natural,
and sustainable materials into our fixtures. To us, it just makes sense. There is a bit too much waste in the world, and upcycling yields some
pretty darn cool results. We take these responsible materials and craft fixtures the old-fashioned way with the very skilled hands of our artistic
team in the Philippines.
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PRESS RELEASES
Varaluz New for 2022
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